To whom might be interested

Ms Noelia Romero as the COST National Coordinator in Spain, as well as Dr. Concepción Marañón (GENYO Centre, Granada) and Dr. Jordi Muntané (Institute of Biomedicine of Seville, Seville) as Spanish members of the Managing Committee of the COST Action “Converting molecular profiles of myeloid cells into biomarkers for inflammation and cancer” (Mye-InfoBank, CA20117) strongly encourage all scientists if their scientific interests are related to the definition and understanding of the role of myeloid cells in diseases associated with chronic inflammation (DACI), and their potential as markers and therapeutic targets in clinical trials. Mye-InfoBank brings together myeloid immunologists, clinicians, and bioinformaticians to create a competent, multidisciplinary network. Please apply to the different working groups and join the action following the link:

https://www.cost.eu/actions/CA20117/#tabs+Name:Working%20Groups

Sincerely yours,

Concepción Marañón
Jordi Muntané
Noelia Romero